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About Multi-Tenant Policy
Introduced in SGOS 6.6.2.x, themulti-tenant policy feature allows two or more distinct groups of users to share the same
SGOS appliance, but enforces unique sets of policy for each. Multi-tenant policy offers the following benefits:

n Enforcing unique policy—you can enforce unique policy for subsets of users, while maintaining global policy for all users.

n Providing scalable policy—if your organization deploys multiple SGOS appliances and your user traffic is processed
globally, the same policy criterion and tenant policy can be installed on each appliance in the organization. Then,
regardless of which appliance processes users' traffic, they are always subjected to the same policy.

The following diagram illustrates the order in which the SGOS appliance evaluates policy whenmulti-tenant policy is enabled:

Before You Begin

Before you enablemulti-tenant policy support, consider the following:

n If your SGOS appliance is deployed using a Common Policy (Cloud Hybrid/on-premises) configuration, enablingmulti-
tenant policy disables that configuration.

n After multi-tenant policy is enabled, all user requests are evaluated against themulti-tenant criterion in the Command
Line Interface (CLI) configuration and/or Landlord policy rules; thesemethods for tenant determination are described in
"What Is a Tenant and How Are Tenants Determined?" on the facing page. If the information in the request does not
match themulti-tenant criterion or policy rules, then that request is subjected to the default tenant policy.

n Use the CLI to control multi-tenant configuration. Multi-tenant policy can be configured through the CLI or Management
Center (v1.5.x or later). To use the CLI, make sure that you have an SSH client such as PuTTy or HyperTerm and that it
can access your appliance.

n Familiarity with Content Policy Language (CPL) is required.

n A license is required to enablemulti-tenant policy. Please contact your Symantec: A Division of Broadcom sales point
of contact or Symantec: A Division of Broadcom customer care for assistance. Verify that your appliance has support
for multi-tenant policy with the following steps:

1. Log in to the web-basedmanagement console of your SGOS appliance.

2. Browse to theMaintenance tab.

3. Click Licensing.

4. Scroll in the list of Licensed Components until you seeMulti-Tenant Policy, as below:
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What Is a Tenant and How Are Tenants Determined?

A tenant is an administrative entity with a unique instance of policy governing its traffic.

The tenant policy that applies to a given request is determined by themulti-tenant criterion set in the CLI configuration or policy
rules written in the Landlord policy file. To determine tenants using CLI, use themulti-tenant criterion command. This
command accepts any substitution expression that refers only to properties of the connection. To determine tenants using the
Landlord policy file, enter policy rules in the <Tenant> layer. <Tenant> layers are allowed only in the Landlord policy file. The
<Tenant> layer supports only certain conditions. See "Determine Tenants With Landlord Policy Rules " on page 7 for a full list
of the supported conditions.

Note: The order the ProxySG appliance checks for tenant determination is first in the CLI multi-
tenant criterion and then in the Landlord policy rules. When a request comes to the ProxySG
appliance, the appliance first checks the CLI multi-tenant criterion to determine a tenant for the
request. If there is no tenant set with themulti-tenant criterion that matches the request, then
the appliance checks the Landlord policy rules to determine a tenant for the request. If there is
no tenant set in the Landlord policy rules, then the appliance subjects the request to the Default
Tenant Policy.

If the tenancy criterion set in the CLI produces amatch against an installed tenant, then that criterion determines the tenancy.
If it fails to produce amatch, then <Tenant> layer policy is evaluated. If evaluating <Tenant> layer policy fails to set the tenant
() property, or the tenant() property setting does not correspond to an installed tenant policy, then the default tenant policy is
applied to this traffic.
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Determine TenantsWith aMulti-Tenant Criterion

Note: The order the ProxySG appliance checks for tenant determination is first in the CLI multi-
tenant criterion and then in the Landlord policy rules. When a request comes to the ProxySG
appliance, the appliance first checks the CLI multi-tenant criterion to determine a tenant for the
request. If there is no tenant set with themulti-tenant criterion that matches the request, then
the appliance checks the Landlord policy rules to determine a tenant for the request. If there is
no tenant set in the Landlord policy rules, then the appliance subjects the request to the Default
Tenant Policy.

The first method for determining tenants is using amulti-tenant criterion:

#(config general) multi-tenant criterion <CPL_substitution>

Replace <CPL_substitution> in the above example with a policy substitution string that is used to uniquely identify a
group of users. For example:

n $(proxy.port)

n $(proxy.address)

n $(client.interface)

n $(client.interface.routing_domain)

n $(c-uri-port)

n $(attribute.<name>)

Note: If you determine tenants usingmulti-tenant criterion, the resolved criterion value is
checked against existing tenant IDs for each request. For example, if you use
$(proxy.port) as the criterion, requests that reach the ProxySG appliance on port 8080
have 8080 as the resolved criterion value. If there is a tenant with the tenant ID 8080, then the
policy written for tenant ID 8080 applies to this request. If there is not a tenant with the tenant
ID 8080, then the default policy applies to this request.

Refer to the Content Policy Language Reference for information on using policy substitutions.
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Determine TenantsWith Landlord Policy Rules

Note: The order the ProxySG appliance checks for tenant determination is first in the CLI multi-
tenant criterion and then in the Landlord policy rules. When a request comes to the ProxySG
appliance, the appliance first checks the CLI multi-tenant criterion to determine a tenant for the
request. If there is no tenant set with themulti-tenant criterion that matches the request, then
the appliance checks the Landlord policy rules to determine a tenant for the request. If there is
no tenant set in the Landlord policy rules, then the appliance subjects the request to the Default
Tenant Policy.

The secondmethod for determining tenants is setting rules in the Landlord policy file, which is dedicated to the purpose of
determining tenants. Here you can define tenants by name as opposed to solely by the value of the policy substitution string
set with amulti-tenant criterion. Here's an example of the Landlord policy:

<tenant>
client.host=".bluecoat.com" tenant(tenant1)
client.interface.routing_domain=Marketing_144 tenant(tenant2)

Use a single policy layer to determine all tenants and define each tenant on a new line. The Landlord policy supports a limited
number of conditions for defining tenants. See the following examples:

n client.host=".bluecoat.com"

n client.address=10.167.3.25

n client.effective_address=10.167.0.87

n client.interface.routing_domain=my_domain

n client.interface=1:0.125

n Introduced in SGOS 6.6.4 and later, proxy.address=10.167.0.74

n Introduced in SGOS 6.6.4 and later, proxy.port=8080

n url=bluecoat.com

Note: All url.<subcommand>= conditions are valid in Landlord policy rules. See the
Content Policy Language Reference for a complete list.

Policy Ordering

Multi-tenant policy introduces several changes to how policy is processed. When you enablemulti-tenant policy on your
ProxySG appliance, the appliance processes all requests in the following order by default:
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n CachePulse (if enabled)

n Landlord

n VPM

n Local

n Tenant (tenant policy or default tenant policy)

n Central

n Forward

When a request reaches a ProxySG appliance that has multi-tenant policy enabled, the appliance:

1. Determines which tenant to associate the request with. If a tenant cannot be determined, the default tenant policy
applies.

2. Evaluates the request with the policy of the associated tenant or the default tenant policy.

The ProxySG appliance determines the tenant for the connection by evaluating themulti-tenant criterion you set with CLI
commands and/or the policy rules written in the Landlord policy. When the appliance determines the tenant, the request is
evaluated by the policy of that tenant. The following diagram illustrates how the ProxySG appliance determines which tenant to
match with the connection:

A. In scenario A, the criterion or policy rules for Tenant A require information that is available from the initial connection
point (such as the user’s routing domain or request port number). Since the required information is available early in the
request evaluation, the appliance determines Tenant A is the tenant for the request. The appliance subjects the request
to Tenant A’s policy.

B. In scenario B, the ProxySG appliance cannot determine the tenant from the initial connection point because the criterion
or policy rules require information that is available only later in the request evaluation (such as the URL domain).
In these cases, the appliance evaluates the request using the default tenant until all information about the request is
available. When the information required by the criterion or policy rules is available, and the appliance determines the
tenant appropriate to the transaction, the appliance re-evaluates the request using the appropriate policy (such as
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Tenant B, in the example).

Note: If the default tenant policy includes a rule with a force_deny or force_exception
() property that the ProxySG appliancematched prior to it determining the correct tenant,
the transaction is denied.

C. In scenario C, there are no criterion or policy rules that apply to the information in the request. Since the information
does not apply to any of the defined tenants, the appliance subjects the request to the Default Tenant Policy.

About Default Tenant Policy

A default tenant policy is associated with requests that do not meet the criterion or policy rules of the defined tenants. The
default tenant policy can employ all policy layers (<Proxy>, <Cache>, <Exception>, <Forward>, <DNS-Proxy>, <SSL>,
<SSL-Intercept>) except for <Admin> layers.

Note: If the ProxySG appliance cannot determine the tenant from the initial connection point, it
evaluates the request using the default tenant until the information required to determine
tenancy is available. If the default tenant policy includes a rule with a force_deny or force_
exception() property that the ProxySG appliancematched prior to it determining the correct
tenant, the transaction is denied.

The default tenant policy is installed with the following CLI command:

#(config) inline policy tenant default eof
<Proxy>
authenticate(test) authenticate.force(yes) authenticate.mode(auto)
<SSL-intercept>
ssl.forward_proxy(https)
eof

Note: The default tenant policy cannot be deleted. To clear the default tenant policy, install a
blank policy using the previous CLI command.

About Tenant Policy

After you have set the criterion or policy rules to determine your tenants, you can create policy for each tenant. If you are
determining tenants using amulti-tenant criterion, then create tenant IDs that match the criterion's resolved values. If you are
determining tenants using policy rules in the Landlord policy file, use the tenant ID you defined there.

#(config) inline policy tenant tenant1 eof
<Proxy>
url.domain=bluecoat.com allow
url.category=gambling deny
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eof

To delete tenant policy, use the following CLI command. Replace <tenant_ID>with the actual tenant ID: 

#(config) policy delete tenant <tenant_ID>
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Example: Multi-Tenant Policy With a Forward Proxy
Consider an example of a forward proxy deployment with multiple VLANs:

n The IT department users are in the 101 VLAN. They require access to various tools and URL categories that other users
are not permitted to access.

n The customer service department users are in the 102 VLAN. They require access only to the three URLs that are
required to do their job.

n Management users are in the 103 VLAN. Their access is unrestricted, with the exception of restrictions in the Local
CPL policy.

The administrator in this example uses routing domains as themulti-tenant criterion to determine tenants for each of the VLAN-
tagged networks (101, 102, 103). When user requests reach the ProxySG appliance, the VLAN from which they connect is
used to determine the routing domain, which in turn is used as the tenant ID.

This example also includes Local CPL policy that applies to all users, and blocks a list of URL categories that are not to be
accessed by any user in the organization.

Task 1: Define VLANs and associate with Routing Domain interfaces

a. Create a VLAN-tagged interface:
#(config) interface 0:0.101
ip-address 192.0.169.133
ok

b. Associate the VLAN interface with a routing domain and define a default gateway:
#(config) routing-domains
#(config routing-domains) create 101
#(config routing-domains) edit 101
#(config 101) default-gateway 192.0.169.1

c. Repeat the above steps for VLANs 102 and 103.

Task 2: Enable multi-tenant policy support and define the multi-tenant criterion

Configure themulti-tenant criterion, which is what the appliance uses to associate traffic from this user network with a
particular tenant ID when policy is evaluated.

#(config) general
#(config general) multi-tenant enable
#(config general) multi-tenant criterion $(client.interface.routing_domain)

Task 3: Install policies for each tenant and the common local CPL policy

Configure policy for each of the tenants, and a local CPL policy for all requests.
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101 Network Policy - IT Department

#(config)inline policy tenant 0:0.101 eof

<Proxy>
url.category=("Chat (IM)/SMS","Proxy Avoidance","Social Networking","Software Downloads") allow
eof

102 Network Policy - Customer Service

#(config)inline policy tenant 0:0.102 eof

define category "CustomerService"
payments.mycompany.com
orderprocessing.mycompany.com
services.mycompany.com
end category "CustomerService"

<Proxy>
url.category=("CustomerService") allow
force_deny
eof

103 Network Policy - Management Staff

#(config)inline policy tenant 0:0.103 eof

<Proxy>
allow
eof

Local CPL Policy

#(config)inline policy local eof

define condition BlockedCategories
url.category=("Abortion","Adult/Mature Content","Child Pornography","Controlled
Substances","Gambling","Hacking","Malicious Outbound Data/Botnets","Malicious
Sources/Malnets","Marijuana","Mixed Content/Potentially Adult","Peer-to-Peer
(P2P)","Personals/Dating","Phishing","Piracy/Copyright Concerns","Pornography","Potentially Unwanted
Software","Scam/Questionable/Illegal","Sex Education","Sexual
Expression","Spam","Suspicious","Violence/Hate/Racism")
end condition BlockedCategories
<Proxy>
condition=BlockedCategories force_deny
eof
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Example: Multi-Tenant Policy With a Reverse Proxy
Consider an example of a reverse proxy deployment with aWeb Application Firewall (WAF) that requires three different
tenants:

n A tenant (bypass_waf) with policy that bypasses WAF policy for internal users accessing internal web services.

n A tenant (protected_apps) with policy that requires requests to be subjected to further analysis.

n A default tenant (default) with policy that provides a baseline of WAF protection for requests.

The company in this example has many unique business groups, each with several web applications. Rather than having to
create andmanage thousands of WAF tenants, it is more desirable to leverage a base security profile for most applications and
create uniqueWAF tenants for web applications that are problematic or require different security controls (stronger or weaker).

The company used in this example employs many load-balanced ProxySG appliances, with each appliance using the same
set of policies installed. The tenant model used in this example ensures that the same policy rules are applied, regardless of
which appliance a given connection reaches.

Task 1: Enable Web Application Protection

#(config) application-protection
#(config application-protection) enable
ok

Task 2: Enable multi-tenant policy support

#(config) general
#(config general) multi-tenant enable
ok

Task 3: Plan unique policy rules, define Landlord policy

Set Landlord Policy

This is the policy that defines the tenants.

#(config) inline policy landlord eof

<tenant>
url.domain="internal.example.com tenant(bypass_waf)
url.domain="app1.example.com" tenant(protected_apps)
tenant(default)

eof
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Task 4: Install policies for each tenant and the default tenant

WAF Tenant Policy #1: bypass_waf

Internal user access to the corporate intranet webservers through the ProxySG appliancemay not require protection from the
WAF. The policy for this tenant provides a basic level of WAF protection.

#(config)inline policy tenant bypass_waf eof
<proxy>
http.request.detection.other.multiple_header(block)\
http.request.detection.other.null_byte(block)
eof

WAF Tenant Policy #2: protected_apps

This policy represents protections for an externally accessible set of web applications. It has comprehensive security controls
for added protection.

#(config)inline policy tenant protected_apps eof
; Conditions
;===========
define application_protection_set WAF_Engines
engine=xss
engine=injection.sql
engine=injection.code
engine=injection.command
engine=injection.html
engine=reference.directory_traversal
engine=blacklist
engine=analytics_filter
end
; Normalization
<Proxy>
http.request.normalization.default(auto)
; Evasion Detection.
; The "\" character at the end of each line is interpreted by Proxy
; policy as an instruction that these lines of policy are to be processed
; as a single rule.
<Proxy>
http.request.body.data_type(auto) \
http.request.detection.other.null_byte(block) \
http.request.detection.other.invalid_encoding(block) \
http.request.detection.other.invalid_form_data(block) \
http.request.detection.other.invalid_json(block) \
http.request.detection.other.parameter_pollution(block) \
http.request.detection.other.multiple_encoding(block) \
http.request.detection.other.multiple_header(block) \
http.request.detection.other.threshold_exceeded(block)
; WAF Engines
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<Proxy>
http.request.detection.WAF_Engines(block)
eof

WAF Tenant Policy #3: Default Tenant Policy

This policy handles any requests that are not routed through either of the defined tenants' policies. It provides a good baseline
level of protection and is set to monitor-mode. Monitor mode logs potentially dangerous requests, but allows them to pass
through theWAF.

#(config) inline policy tenant default eof

; Conditions
;===========
define application_protection_set Engine_Config
engine=xss
engine=injection.sql
engine=injection.code
engine=injection.command
engine=injection.html
engine=reference.directory_traversal
engine=blacklist
engine=analytics_filter
end
; Normalization
;==============
<Proxy>
http.request.normalization.default(auto)
; Evasion Detection. The "\" character at the end of each line is interpreted by Proxy policy as an
instruction that these lines of policy are to be processed as a single rule.
;==================
<Proxy>
http.request.body.data_type(auto) \
http.request.detection.other.null_byte(monitor) \
http.request.detection.other.invalid_encoding(monitor) \
http.request.detection.other.invalid_form_data(monitor) \
http.request.detection.other.invalid_json(monitor) \
http.request.detection.other.parameter_pollution monitor) \
http.request.detection.other.multiple_encoding(monitor) \
http.request.detection.other.multiple_header(monitor) \
http.request.detection.other.threshold_exceeded(monitor)
; WAF Engines
;============
<Proxy>
http.request.detection.Engine_Config(monitor)
eof
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CLI Commands Used in this Guide
The solutions in this reference require you to use the Command Line Interface (CLI) of the ProxySG appliance.

Routing Domains
Use this command to segregate distinct networks on the ProxySG appliance. Each routing domain is associated with specific
logical interfaces and includes its own routing table and default route. Traffic that flows over interfaces that are not configured
in a routing domain is subjected to the default routing configuration of the ProxySG appliance in Configuration > Network >
Routing.

Note: Routing domains require that TCP Forwarding is enabled. See the Command Line
Interface Reference for information on TCP Forwarding.

Syntax

#(config)routing-domains

Enters routing-domainmode and changes the prompt to:

#(config routing-domains)[subcommands]

Subcommands

#(config routing-domains) create routing_domain_name

Creates a routing domain with the specified name.

#(config routing-domains) delete routing_domain_namee

Deletes the routing domain with the specified name.

#(config routing-domains)view

View the existing routing domains.

#(config routing-domains)exit

Exit routing-domainmode and return to standard configurationmode.

#(config routing-domains)edit routing_domain_name

This enters routing-domain editingmode and changes the prompt to #(config routing_domain_name)

From here you can edit the routing domain. The following sub-commands are available:

#(config routing_domain_name) default-gateway ip_address
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Set the default gateway for this routing domain.

#(config routing_domain_name) exit

Return to #(config routing-domains).

#(config routing_domain_name) inline static-route-table EOF

Install a static routing table to the routing domain.

#(config routing_domain_name) interface adapter_number: interface_number[.vlan_ID]

Add an interface to the routing domain.

#(config routing_domain_name) no interface adapter_number:interface_number[.vlan_ID]

Remove the specified interface from the routing domain.

#(config routing_domain_name) view

Display information about this routing domain.

Web Application Firewall (WAF)
WebApplication Firewall is a collection of policy actions designed to protect web application servers in a reverse proxy
deployment from specific types of attack. Your ProxySG appliance requires a license forWAF to function. See theWeb
Application Firewall Solutions Guide for more information.

Enable Web Application Protection
A valid subscription forWeb Application Protection is required tomake use of the policy gestures used forWeb Application
Firewall policy. Once you have obtained a subscription or verified that your existing one is valid, enableWeb Application
Protection with the following set of CLI commands:

#(config) application-protection
#(config application-protection) enable
ok
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